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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider duality for a rather general class of convex 
parabolic boundary control problems. In particular, we admit that the state 
variable is restricted. Denote the primal problem by (P). Our aim is to derive 
a dual problem (D) for which the equation inf(P) = sup(D) holds, but which 
does not necessarily have an optimal solution. Such a dual problem we call 
weak dual problem in contrast to strong dual problems, which always have 
an optimal solution. 
Clearly, it is more desirable to have a strong dual problem, especially 
since a strong dual problem is in close connection to necessary optimality 
conditions: the optimal solutions of the dual problem are the Lagrange 
multipliers in the necessary conditions. Nevertheless, if no strong dual 
problem is available, it is often of interest to have at least a weak dual 
problem, since it can be used to calculate lower bounds of inf(P) and since it 
can also be used for numerical calculations (compare Mossino [ 13 ] for 
distributed parameter systems or Ortlieb [ 141 for ordinary convex control 
problems). 
Let R be a bounded, open subset of R” with boundary r, which is a C” 
manifold of dimension n - 1. Locally, sl is totally on one side of f. Let 
Q a= JO, T[ x &?, C .= IO, T[ x r with T > 0. For i,j = l,..., n, let functions 
a,, aij E C?(a) and a real number c > 0 be given such that 
aij = aji, i,j= l,..., n, 
,f aij(x) <itj > c + <fl VrE IR”, VxEf2. 
i,j= I ,c, 
For cp E L'(Q), define 
&.=- + 
a - 
i,z, zg au a.x, ( 1 
ZY- +a,rp 
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(where the differentation has to be understood in the distributional sense). 
Let p/, Z, E be Banach spaces with g c L’(Z), Z c L’(Q), E c L’(fl) and 
suppose that f:E-tlRU{+a~}, F:ZXiV-+lRU(+co} are convex 
functionals which are not identically +a~. Finally, let a, ,8 be nonnegative 
real numbers not both vanishing. We now introduce the following optimal 
control problem. 
Minimize f(y(T)) + F(y, u) subject toy E Z, u E 9 (PI 
and 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
It is a well-known fact that the parabolic partial differential equation (l.l)- 
(1.3) has for any u E L*(Z) a unique solution y E L’(Q) for which y(T) 
makes sense and lies in H-‘(Q) (cf. Lions [7], where the definition of the 
function spaces used in this paper can be found also). Clearly, the 
formulation of (P) has to be understood in such a way that one minimizes 
only over those functions y for which y(T) is an element of E. We remark 
that implicitly (P) may contain constraints on U, y, or y(T), since +co is 
allowed as value of the functionals f and F. 
One of the first papers dealing with weak duality for state constrained 
distributed parameter systems is Mossino [ 121. Probably the earliest results 
on strong duality for parabolic systems were derived in Barbu [ I] (compare 
also Barbu and Precupanu [3 I). These results mainly apply to problems with 
integral state constraints. Other results in this direction can be found in 
Mackenroth [9]. Strong duality for problems with pointwise state constraints 
is considered in Mackenroth [ 111. Concerning dual problems for elliptic 
systems with state constraints see Chan and Ho (41. 
Despite the above indicated progress on strong duality for parabolic 
control problems with state constraints there is still a lot of such problems to 
which a strong dual problem is not known and also seems to be out of reach 
at the moment. We especially think of problems with gradient restriction, but 
compare also the other examples in Section 3. This motivates us to look at 
weak dual problems. 
Our primal problem (P) is general enough to include most concrete 
examples. It is particularly important in some situations that we do not 
require the space of controls ?Y to be reflexive. The only important 
specialization is that the control variable u appears on the boundary, but it is 
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also possible by using the same techniques to treat the (usually simpler) 
problems with control in the region. We have excluded this possibility to 
make the exposition not too technical. 
2. THE GENERAL WEAK DUAL PROBLEM 
We denote the solution y of (l.l)-( 1.3) belonging to the control u by ~(u i 
and define a linear operator by 
su .= (Y(U)r.Y(U)(n)~ vu E #. 
From now on we always assume that the spaces 2!, Z, E are chosen in such 
a way that 
S(zP)cZxE (2.1 j 
holds. Moreover, suppose that M is the topological dual of a certain Banach 
space W: 
w* = K. 
Then we may consider the topological dual system (W, P), where W is 
equipped with the norm topology and 2Y with the weak topology induced by 
W. The bilinear form (., .) of this dual system is given by (w, u) .= u(w) for 
all w E W, u E %. We also have topological dual systems (Z, Z*), (E, E*). 
where every space is equipped with the corresponding weak topology. S* 
(resp. S’) denotes the topological (resp. algebraic) adjoint of S. Henceforth 
we suppose 
S’(Z* x E*) c W. (2.2) 
This is equivalent to the continuity of S with respect to the weak topologies. 
If g is a convex functional, g* denotes as usual the conjugate functional of g. 
We now introduce the dual problem: 
Maximize -f*(h*) -F*(z*. -S*(=*. A*)) subject to z* E Z*. 
h*EE”. (D) 
We write min(P) instead of inf(P), if (P) has an optimal solution or if (P) 
has no feasible solution (in the latter case inf(P) is equal to +a~). 
THEOREM 1. Assume that the functionals f and F are lower semicon- 
tinuous (with respect to the weak topologies introduced above). MoreoLTer. 
suppose there exists an element .P E Z* with 
F*(I*, w) < +CO, VwE w. (2.3) 
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Then (P) has an optimal solution if (P) has a feasible solution and the 
equation 
min(P) = sup(D) 
holds. 
Proof. Clearly, we can formulate (D) also as a minimization problem. 
Then we define a perturbed objective function by 
G(w)(z*, h*) .=f*(h*) + F*(z*, w - S*(z*, h”)), 
vz* E z*, Vh* E E*, VWE w. 
Then, from the general convex optimization theory (cf. Rockafellar [ 16, 
Sect. 4]), it is known that a dual problem of (D) consists in maximizing 
g(u) -= w$f,. {G(w)@*, h*) + (~9 u)] 
. , 
over all u E g. Let p, (resp.p,) be the canonical projection of Z x E onto Z 
(resp. E). We obtain 
g(u) = w$fhs {f*(h*) +F*(z*, w - S*(z*, h*)) + (w, u)} 
3 , 
= ,,$ {f*(h*) +F*(z*, w) + (w + S*(z*, h*), u)} 
= $flf*(h*) + (pzSu, h*)} + $5 {F*(z*, w) + (p,Su,z*) + (w, u)} 
= -f* *(-p2Su) - F**(-p, su, -u) = -f(-p,Su) - F(-p, Su, -u). 
In the last step the semicontinuity off and F is used. By writing the dual 
problem of (D) as a minimization problem, one sees that it is nothing else 
but (P) (up to the minus sign in the u-argument). Hence the assertion follows 
from Rockafellar [ 16, Theorem 17)a)], if the optimal value function 
p(w) -= ,inLe G(w)(z*, h*), VWE w 
is bounded above on a neighborhood of 0. Since f is lower semicontinuous, 
there is an i* E E* withf*(&*) ( +a~. We obtain 
v(w) <f*(h*) + F*(.Y*, w - S*(i*, 6”)). VWE w. (2.4) 
The functional F*(.T*, .) is lower semicontinuous and, by assumption, finite 
on the whole Banach space W. Therefore we conclude from Rockafellar [ 16, 
Corollary 8B], that F*(Y*, a) is continuous on W. Hence the desired boun- 
dedness property of o follows from (2.4). 1 
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The above formulation of (D) is not as explicit as one would desire, since 
we did not calculate the adjoint operator S *. Obviously this is only possible 
if Z, E, and P are specified, but there is no general choice for these spaces. 
In the remaining part of this section, we shall describe S* for various cases 
by the adjoint partial differential equation. These cases cover most 
applications. 
A similar remark holds for the conjugate functionalsf” and F*. Surely it 
would be desirable to consider only functionals f, F with a certain structure 
which could be used to derive more explicit formulas forf*, F*, but there is 
no such structure containing most interesting examples. This is in contrast to 
ordinary convex optimal control problems with state constraints (cf. 
Rockafellar [ 151). We shall calculatef”, F* only for some examples in the 
next section. 
We consider the following combinations of Z, E, W. u, 8: 
Z = L”(Q), E = L*(a), K = Lyr), a= 1, 
Z = L’(Q), E = L’(R), K = L2(C), a >O, 
Z = L’(Q), E = C(n), 9 = Lyq. a > 0. 
z = L2(0, T; H’(R)), E = L2(12). P = L’(C), a > 0. 
z = L2(0, T; H’(Q)), E = C(fi), zv = L’m(c), a > 0, 
p=o; 
(2.5 1 
p= 1; 
(2.6) 
/I= 1: 
(2.7) 
p= 1; 
(2.8) 
p= 1. 
(2.9) 
The operator S belonging to the case (2.i + 4) will be denoted by Si 
(i = 1,2 ,..., 5). Each of these operators fulfils assumption (.2.1). For S,, Sz, 
S, this is well known (see Lions [7, Chap. III]). In case of S, md S, one has 
to use in addition Mackenroth [ 111, Theorem 1. 
For the description of S,? we need the following adjoint partial differential 
equations. Let z* E L’(Q). Then the solution w* of 
aW* 
-- 
at 
+Aw* =z*, (2.10) 
w$=O, (2.11) 
w*(T) = 0, (2.12) 
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lies in H2*‘(Q) (cf. Lions and Magenes [8, Chap. 4, Theorem 1. I]). In 
particular, the trace Bw*/an, is defined and an element of f.‘(C). Let 
h* EL’(R) and assume now that w* is the solution of 
w,: = 0 , (2.14) 
w*(T) = h*. (2.15) 
We have ur* E P’([O, T[xfi). This may easily be deduced from the series 
representation of w* and well-known estimates of the eigenvalues and eigen- 
functions of the corresponding elliptic eigenvalue problem (compare 
Fattorini [5, proof of Theorem 4.11). 
Let (., . ) be the inner product of L’(Q) and the duality of H’(0) and 
H’(a)* (which is compatible). We define an operator 0’ E P(H’(J2), 
H’(Q)*) by 
(w, Gru) -= a(v, w), vu, w  E H’(n), 
where a is the bilinear form (with u > 0) 
vu, w E H’Q?). 
0’ is selfadjoint. Then for any z* E L*(O, T; H’(J2)*), h* E L*(0) the 
equation of evolution 
dw” -- 
dt 
+ Qul* =z* 1 
w*(r) = h* (2.17) 
has a unique solution w* E L2(0, T, H’(R)) (cf. Lions [ 7, Chap. III, 
Theorem 1.2)). With c( > 0 let 
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In Mackenroth [ 111 it is shown that for any /?* E C(a)* the equation 
r 
(, 
Jg+Ap, w* VqJ E .D (2.18) 
has a unique solution w* E L’(Q)n C([O, r[xfi). Formally, (2.18) can be 
interpreted as a partial differential equation together with boundary and 
initial condition. 
We make the following choice for W: 
w .= L’(C), in the cases (2.5), (2.7), (2.9). 
. = L 2(C), in the cases (2.6), (2.8). 
Suppose that S fulfils (2.1). Then we have for every z* E Z”, h* E E* 
S’(Z *,h*j=(P,S)‘tz*)+ P,(q’(h*). 
Hence condition (2.2) is verified, if we can show (pz S)’ (E*) c W and 
(p, S)’ (Z*) c W, The latter condition is true for S, and S, , since pI Sz and 
p,S, are continuous with respect to the norm topologies. It is also true for 
S,, S,, S,, since p,S,, p,S,, p,S, can be extended by continuity from 
L’“(C) to L*(C). Similarly we see (pzSi)’ (L’(8))c L*(C) for i= 2,4. 
From Mackenroth [ 1 l] we know that (pzSi)’ (C(n)*) c L’(C) for i = 3,5. 
The remaining relation (p2S,)’ (L’(G)) c L’(C) will be proved in 
Theorem 2. From the above considerations it is also clear that the 
calculation of Si* (i = 1. 2,..., 5) reduces to that of (p,S,)*. (p?S,)*, S:. 
tP*s,)*. 
THEOREM 2. (a) We hme 
(PZS,)’ (L2(W)~L’W. (2.19) 
Let z* E L’(Q), h* E L2(12) and denote the corresponding solution of 
(2.10)-(2.12) (resp. (2.13b(2.15)) by wf (resp. MI;). Then the following 
equations are true: 
(p,s,)* (z*) = - $, 
.A 
(p2S,)* (h*) = -s. 
.4 
(2.20) 
(b) Let z* E L*(O, T; H’(Q)*), h* E L2(.12), R* E C(n)* and denote the 
corresponding solution of (2.16), (2.17 j (resp. (2.18)) bv 1v-F (resp. t-v:). Then 
we hate 
s:tz *, h*) = w&, tP*s,)* (ff*) = GE. (2.21) 
409;90:2 9 
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ProoJ The first equation of (2.20) can be verified by an easy calculation 
using a generalized Green’s identity (which follows from the corresponding 
classical one by a density argument). In order to prove the first equation of 
(2.2 1) it is convenient to write (1. l)-( 1.3) as an equation of evolution. Then 
the assertion can be shown by using the same techniques as in Lions [7, 
Chap. IIIJ. The second equation of (2.21) is a result of Mackenroth [ 1 I]. 
Hence it remains to show the assertions concerning pz S, . Let E > 0 and 
L’,.=]O,T-&[ xz-. 
Using a (classical) Green’s identity, we obtain for any w  E @(Z,) 
M!m - El, w:v - El) = - ( 9 2 ) ,.)L,zc)- w (2.22) 
Let u E L”O(E) be given and choose a sequence { vi}iEN in Q(C,) which 
converges to u,rE in L’(Z,). Then {y(vJ(T- c)liEN converges to 
y(u,r&(T- E) in H-‘(0). Hence, using w:(T-- E) E HA(Q), (2.22) gives us 
(Y(U,,J(~- El, WW- &)I = - ( I.zE) 2 1 JL2(& u 
Because of u(u) E C([O, r]; L’(R)) (cf. Barbu [2]) and W; E C([O, T]; 
~~(0)) (cf. Lions 17, Chap. III]), we conclude 
This especially holds for u = sign a~;/&, . Hence an application of the 
theorem of B. Levi shows 
aw:/an, EL'(C). (2.24) 
Hence we can pass to the limit in (2.23) and obtain 
This proves together with (2.24) the second equation of (2.20) and 
(2.19). I 
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3. APPLICATIONS 
We now consider several important and typical examples. At first we 
specify J With given functions y, E L’(R), 9T E C(n) let 
f’(h) *= II h - Yrllzwt’ Vh EL*(n), 
f,Ch) ‘= 6(h I c77)y Vh E Ei, i = 2, 3,4, 
f,(h) ~=lI~-4;TlIC,m~ Vh E c(a), 
where 
El .= L’(R), C,, .= { y,), 
E,.=L*(Q), Cr3.= ~~~E~Ill~-~,ll,~,n,~~l @ > Oh 
E, .= CO% C,, -= PEE, I IIh -~%llc,ar, <P) @ > 0) 
(a(. (CTi) is the indicator function of the set Cri). We define the following 
functionals (a denotes the surface measure of I-. v is a positive constant): 
where 
The state constraint is described by one of the following sets: 
K,.= /rEL’(Q) /~*r(r,x,i(r,I))dx(Oa.e.on(O,Tj1. 
K, .= (z E L’(Q) 1 z(t, x) E C(t, x) a.e. on Q}, 
K, .= (z E L2(0, T; I-I’@)) ( (grad z)(t, x) E d(t, x) a.e. on Q}. 
Herein we suppose that r: Q x F? -+ IR is a normal convex integrand (cf. 
Rockafellar [ 161). The sets C(t, x) (resp. C(f, x)) are assumed to be closed 
convex parts of IR (resp. IR”), which depend upper semicontinuously on 
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(f, x). We also suppose that each of the sets K, , K,, K, is nonempty. For 
j= 1, 2, 3, I= I, 2 ,..., 6, let 
Fj, -= 6(. ( Kj) + F;. 
Setting now f .=A, F -= F,,, we obtain problems (Pb,). The index v indicates 
that the choice (2.~) has been made for Z, E, g, a, /3 (v = 5 ,..., 9). The 
following combinations of V, i,j, 1 are feasible: 
v= 5; i= 1, 2, 3, j= 1, 2, I= 5,6; 
v= 6. , i= 1,2,3, j= 1, 2, 1 = l,..., 4; 
v= 7; i = 4,5, j= 1, 2, 1=5,6; (3-l) 
v= 8. , i = 1,2,3, j= 3, I = l,..., 4; 
v= 9; i = 4,5, j= 3, I = 5,6. 
By (Db,) we denote the dual problem of (Pb,). Obviously, assumption (2.3) 
is shown for all these problems, if (F:)*(w) is finite for every w  (I= I,..., 6). 
But this may easily be proved by direct calculation or by looking at the 
growth properties of Fy. Hence we obtain the following Corollary from 
Theorem 1: 
COROLLARY 1. Assume that (P;,) is one of the problems listed in (3.1). 
Then (Pb,) has an optimal solution if (Pt,) has a feasible solution and the 
equation 
min(P&) = sup(&) 
holds. 
The model problems (Pz,) contain different types of problems. If f 
coincides with fi for i E {2,3,4}, we have a problem with endpoint 
constraint. For i = 2, strong dual problems are not known, at least not in the 
desired generality. If the set describing the feasible states is given by K, 
(resp. K, or K3), we speak of a problem with integral state constraint (resp. 
pointwise state constraint or gradient restriction). Strong dual problems for 
problems with integral state constraint and 0 # 0 are derived on Mackenroth 
[9] (for distributed systems see also Barbu and Precupanu [3, Chap. 41, and 
Lasiecka [6]). Strong dual problems for problems with pointwise state 
constraints are only known in the case a > 0, p = 1 (cf. Mackenroth [ 111). 
Strong duality for problems with gradient restriction seems to be completely 
unexplored. 
As we see from Corollary 1, we have weak dual problems for each of 
these classes of problems. Since S* was calculated in Theorem 2, it remains 
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to derive formulas for the conjugate functionals in order to obtain the 
explicit dual problems. The calculation of fT(i = l,..., 5), and (FT)* 
(I = l,..., 6), is an easy task, which we do not wish to carry out here. Let 
kj .= 6(. 1 Kj), j = 1, 2, 3. 
From Rockafellar [ 16, Theorem 211, we get 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that for almost every t E 10, T[ the following 
assertions hold: 
(i) r(t, X, h(x)) is summable in x for every h E L ‘(0); 
(ii) there is a function h^ E L’(G) with 
J r(t, x, 6(x)) dx < 0. n 
Then we have 
k:(z*)=,( y$ /Ajo r* (t,x,+z*(t,x)) dx,&z*(t)I {O))/ dt. 
Proof For almost every t E [0, T] and every h E L*(G) define 
c(t) .= 
1 
h E L*(G) 1 Jb r(t, x, h(x)) dx < 0 1 , 
L(t, h) .= 6(h 1 C(t)). 
Then L: (0, T) x L’(R) + IR is a normal convex integrand and we have 
k,(z) = jar Ut, z(t)) dt, Vz EL*(Q). 
From Rockafellar [ 16, Theorem 2 11, we obtain 
k~(z*)=J:L*(t,z*(t))dt, Vz* EL’(Q). 
For almost every t E [0, T] put 
R,(h) .= j, r(t, x, h(x)) dx, Vh EL*(R). 
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Then we have for almost every t E [0, T] and every II* E L’(a) 
L*(t, h*) = - R (i;iO(h. -h*). (3.2) I 
The determination of the inf (3.2) may be viewed itself as a convex 
minimization problem. Standard dualization (which is feasible because of 
our assumptions) leads to 
L *(t, h*) = min sup 
a>0 heLI(R) 
(h, h*) - /I I, r(t, x, h(x)) dx] . 
Again using Rockafellar [ 16, Theorem 2 11, we get 
L*(t, h*)=Inn 1 . r* 
IJ ( 
t, x, + h*(x)) dx, 6(h* ) (0)) . 
n 
This proves the lemma. I 
The calculation of kf is more complicated. Therefore we shall limit 
ourselves to a simple one-dimensional special case. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that R = ]a, b[, p > 0, c(t, x) = (A E If? ) IA) < p} for 
every (t, x) E Q and let z* E L*(O, P, H'(Q, b)*) be given. If there exists a 
q* E L*(Q) with 
VZ E L ‘(0, T; H'(Q, b)), (3.3) 
then we have 
. T  .b 
k:(z*)=PJ 1 Iq*(t,x)ldxdt 
0 -a 
and q* is uniquely determined by (3.3). Moreover, in this case z* can be 
decomposed in the form 
(z,Z*)= Z-I’, - z)+&-j)-; (zkb) 
- z(t, a)) q * (t, x) dx dt Vz E L*(O, T; If’@, b)), (3.4) 
where for anv z E L*(O, T, H’(a, 6)) the function F is defined by 
z’(t, x) .= ((b - x)/(b - a)) z(t, a) + ((x - a)/@ - a)) ~(6 b) 
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for almost every t E IO, T[ and every x E [a, b]. If z* cannot be written in 
the form (3.3), then 
k,*(z*) = too. 
Proof. With 
Dz .=’ 
ax’ 
Vz E L’(O, T; H’(a. 6)) 
we get 
kT(z*) = - inf (z, -z*). 
IDZI GP 
As in the proof of Lemma 1, we can use a well-known duality theorem. We 
only have to observe that the operator D: L2(0, T; H’(a, b))-+ L*(Q) is 
surjective. Hence 
k:(z*) = mini,y$(q, q*)LlcQ, I q* E L2(Q), z* = D*q* 1. 
Since D* is injective, this leads us to 
k:(r*)=pj:jy~lq*(f,x)ldxdt, if there exists q * E L’(Q) 
with z* = D*q*, 
= +m, otherwise. 
Suppose now that (3.3) holds. Then we have for any z E L’(O, T; H’(a, b)) 
L*(Q) 
+ (f,q*) 
L’(Q) 
a4* 
zz z - I’, - - 
ax L'(Q) 
(z(t, b) - z(t, a)) q*(t, x) dx dt. 
The partial integration in the last step is feasible, since z - z’ lies in 
L*(O, T, HA(a, b)). Hence the lemma is proved. 1 
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We use Lemma 2 to write out (II:,,) explicitly (for the special case 
described therein): Maximize 
-(h h*) - $ll~*ll~qa.b, 
- m J (w*(f, b)j df 
! 0 
subject to w* E L*(O, T; H’(u, b)), q* E L’(Q), h* E L*(a, b) and 
aw* a*w* aq* 
----=--, 
at ax* 3X 
(3.5) 
1 7 b 
=- 
If 6-a o 
w(t)@@) - u(a)) q*(tv xl h dt 
a 
Vly E a(]O, T[), Vu E H’(a, b), (3.6) 
w*(T) = /z*. 
Using (3.4), one sees immediately that (2.16) is equivalent to (3.5), (3.6). 
Equation (3.6) can be considered as a generalized boundary condition. 
We want to conclude this paper with two remarks. The first one is 
concerned with the question: Suppose that a maximizing sequence for (D) is 
given. Does it converge to an element of Z* x E*? Generally this is not 
true: the maximizing sequence converges in a certain weak sense to an 
element of a larger space, which is an optimal solution of a more general 
dual problem. For a special case this is made precise in Mackenroth [lo]. 
An analogous result can be proved for all problems discussed here, for which 
a strong dual problem is known. 
Secondly we mention that sometimes the weak dual problem can be 
regularized in dependence on E > 0 in such a way that the regularized dual 
problem (D,) has an optimal solution. The optimal solutions of the problems 
(D,) converge to an optimal solution of a strong dual problem of (P) (if such 
a strong dual problem exists). (DE) itself is the dual of a certain penalized 
problem (P,) of (P) (cf. Mackenroth [IO]). 
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